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as with nuendo 1, you can manage several audio files at once, including audio, midi or video.
this is a very slick concept that makes it possible to do things like have a single audio track

for each stereo 4-track record of guitar and banjo, for example, just by placing the two
guitars at a corner of the screen. another really useful concept is 'scene selection', which

enables you to choose any one of the audiofiles in a project as the'master' file and use it as
the default for all of the other tracks in the project. this can be useful for maintaining the

same 'baseline' source file as used across each track, or for example creating a simple 'dress'
track that uses a single selected file in the project, and a single audio channel for the entire

song and no video track. you can also drag and drop files in the project window to keep
things well organized; or you can use the utilities provided to move files around on the hard

drive. steinberg have clearly taken a great interest in this issue, and nuendo 2 does include a
feature called the 'edit wrap', so if you want to see what your multi-track edit is going to look

like on a loop track, you can switch the edit wrap with the loop wrap. it works for the most
part, but i still find editing in nuendo 2 a little bit less convenient than in pro tools hd 5.x.

there are still quite a few important missing features from nuendo that pro tools also has, not
least issues with the networking of plugins and libraries - two important missing features for
any software that's made for mixing (or mastering for that matter), one of which means that

the libraries on your computer hard drive can be used by other people you don't have the
rights to, with no way of stopping that. this is a pretty big security issue, and if steinberg, like

apple, didn't get involved in the matter, it's unlikely that they'd have solved the problem.
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there is only one problem that really
plagues steinberg's nuendo 2: it's still a

beta application, and although the
company's commitment to new versions
is really refreshing, it means that there
are still a few bugs here and there that
are making it difficult for some users to
get the best out of the software. it's at

this point that nuendo really hits its stride
and starts to show off just how versatile
and powerful the package really is, and

it's thanks in no small part to some
additions which should please the more

seasoned users. of course, steinberg
have added a good selection of new

features to the mixing process, including
smart controls, smart grouping, and a

host of new effects, including the curves
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plug-in, which allows for the creation of
very sophisticated tuning curves, to the
very intuitive neutrik plug-in, which adds

some higher-end effects to the mixing
process. nuendo's new toolbox is also a

boon to the more advanced users, with a
set of over 200 new plug-ins which can
be used on the fly. the new plug-ins are
split into three categories, of which the
first is the plug-ins for tracking, editing,
mixing and processing, while the second
consists of the tools for sequence design.

there's also a third category, which is
effectively nuendo's version of cubase's
new user presets plug-in, which gives

users a choice of parameters to control
the plug-in, and any settings which have
been saved can then be accessed from

the plug-in controls. and then, of course,
there are all the new features and

improvements to nuendo's sequencer.
there's a lot of new stuff here, but the
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most important of these is probably the
new track list view, which is a real boon

to working with multiple tracks. the
ability to see multiple tracks all in one
place is a fantastic feature, and one
which will no doubt prove to be an

absolute godsend to the more
experienced nuendo users. we can also
see the new mixing tools now available,
including the new tons of effects plug-in,
which allows you to add the full range of

the various nuendo effects to the
timeline. the new smart edit functions are

also a great addition to the package,
since they make editing and mixing a
whole lot easier, while the new smart
controls also give you the ability to

control the effects and plug-ins from the
timeline. 5ec8ef588b
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